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Our Digital Lives
• While we don’t know much about tech and effects, we do 

know about Education. 

• Stimulation, engagement- it is no different

• ARC Centre of Excellence for the Digital Child
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Early Education and Digital Play
• Digital Play

– Interactions with a piece of technology. 
– This is the first new type of play in 100 years and we re 

grappling to understand it. There is no evidence base to 
support or deny it

– Contexts of play – pretend, imaginative
• Play teaches us about our social world, a world that now 

involves technology
• Reality is they have access so a find a pathway that works 

for you. Explore what is possible, not just the dangers
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Screen Time
• Does not include mobile technology
• Looked at sedentary tv when first introduced
• Not all screens are equal and not all digital play is equal
• Solitary digital play is more of a concern than time

– Not so much use but quality of content
• Digital diets

– We can communicate, we can create and we can consume.
– Jocelyn Brewer (https://www.digitalnutrition.com.au/)
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…careful use of the technology 
can enhance learning, 
communication and 
creativity.”

Dr Kate Highfield, from Early 
Childhood Australia, said 
parents should not lump all 
screen time into the one 
basket. Rather, they need to 
judge what the purpose of the 
screen time is.
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Digital behaviours
• Why do we use digital technology for behaviour management

– iPad on the fridge
• Self regulation can be challenged by apps due to their design 

and aim to be addictive. Behaviour can be challenged but 
content can actually help
– Place parameters around those games to help with self 

regulation. This is where co-viewing and interaction becomes 
important
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Eric Pickersgill

‘Removed’



Where to…. Moving beyond ‘screen time’

• Understanding pedagogical practices
Beyond tech support

• Professional Development 
Frequency and mentoring

• Policy and Programme development

Building educators as media mentors, exhibiting 
positive technology habits



Thinking pedagogically

• Children can shift from screen to off screen really easily 
compared to adults

• Apps can be a place for children to be heard

• We don’t leave children to just play with other items, so 
why with tech? Why is it viewed as something to hand 
them and walk away?
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Utilisation OR Integration

• Usage is random and often an 
afterthought

• It is rare or sporadic
• Used purely for the sake of using 

technology
• Often used to instruct content
• Mostly use by the educator
• Is used to delivery information
• Is peripheral to the learning activity



What can technology do?
The User

• The more devices you connect, the 
less you connect

• Technology is simply another tool 
we can use in the early childhood 
environment to help us provide 
exciting and challenging learning 
opportunities

The Tool

• Technology cannot build 
relationships

• Technology contributes not causes
• All screens are not equal

‘Magic comes from the child and the Educator; 
not the device’

Chip Donohue





Whiteboard Use in Daily Experiences

Extensive Moderate Limited None

Examples of use
• Integrated program experiences

Interactive learning stories

Daily activity files

• Spontaneous experiences
Natural interest 
Extension of enquiry & research

• Community connection
Local pilot training centre
Use of resources by Community 

Inter-centre connections
Virtual experiences







Statement on young children and digital 
technologies
• Early Childhood Australia (ECA) developed the Statement on 

young children and digital technologies in response to an 
identified need for guidance for early childhood professionals. 
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• Principles and practice advice 
intended to facilitate professional 
reflection on the role and optimal 
use of digital technologies with, by 
and for young children, according 
to the digital contexts in which 
young children, their families and educators play, live and work. 
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• YouTube
– There is some great content 

on there but there’s lots of 
hidden advertising- especially 
in unboxing videos that 
young children love. It’s also 
important to help your 
children connect their on 
screen viewing with their real 
life play. They can draw one of 
the characters they viewed or 
use their blocks to create a 
home for their toy puppy just 
like the one they saw in the 
video.

• Dr Joanne Orlando
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